Featured Resources
Guides and Manuals

The EFC provides a wide range of guides and manuals are available dealing with school safety, planning, design, facility management, capital planning, etc. Resources are being updated and added often.

View Resources

Environmental Education (EE) Grants
United Stated Environmental Protection Agency

Under the Environmental Education Grants Program, EPA seeks grant proposals from eligible applicants to support environmental education projects that promote environmental awareness and stewardship and help provide people with the skills to take responsible actions to protect the environment. This grant program provides financial support for projects that design, demonstrate, and/or disseminate environmental education practices, methods, or techniques.

Since 1992, EPA has distributed between $2 and $3.5 million in grant funding per year, supporting more than 3,600 grants.

Registration

Connect with EFC on the Web and Social Media
Stay current in conversations relevant to education facilities.

Contact
Education Facilities Clearinghouse
1 Old Oyster Point Road, Suite 220
Newport News, VA 23602
757.269.2210

"Design is not just what it looks like and feels like. Design is how it works."
- Steve Jobs

Stay Connected

Join Our Mailing List